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FROM THE ACCLAIMED AUTHOR OF THE LAST PEARL AND DANCING AT THE VICTORY CAFE, this is a beautiful novel about family secrets and redemption. How far will
one woman journey to uncover a long-lost family secret? 1930s, London. Having grown up on a secluded Scottish estate with her aunt Phoebe, Caroline is shocked to discover
that Phoebe is actually her mother and flees to Egypt in rebellion. Quickly finding herself in an unhappy marriage, Caroline has an affair with an old flame, but soon finds herself
pregnant with his child. With her personal life in tatters and WWII approaching, she volunteers to smuggle valuable information into Europe for the British government. But when
Caroline finally returns from war, her baby is gone. Will she be able to track him down? 2002, Australia. When Melissa discovers a postcard addressed to 'Desmond' among her
recently deceased father's effects, she is determined to discover this person's identity and his relationship to her father. She embarks on a journey that will take her across
oceans to discover more about her family's past . . . Praise for Leah Fleming: 'I enjoyed it enormously. It's a moving and compelling story about a lifetime's journey in search of
the truth' RACHEL HORE, bestselling author of LAST LETTER HOME 'A born storyteller' KATE ATKINSON
Rediscover coloring with this pocket edition of Johanna Basford's multi-million bestseller Secret Garden. Take a ramble through a secret garden created in beautifully detailed
pen-and-ink illustrations. Bring them to life with color, while discovering the wealth of tiny creatures just waiting to be found in the pages. With gorgeous artworks, this book will
appeal to all ages.
Many people argue that well-crafted lettering can be as beautiful as a painted picture or sculpture - and they're right! There is so much more to typography than the font you
select for your email. Type is art, it is the creative expression of your inner voice, and when combined with colour it can create works with infinite potential to inspire and
invigorate. With this unique colouring book you can relax your mind and unwind while revelling in the extraordinary diversity that typographic art has to offer. It's time to take up
your pens, pencils, paints and crayons and start creating!
"Daydreams" postcards are meant to be colored and shared: send them in the mail or frame them on your wall. Illustrator Hanna Karlzon is stirred by the nature that surrounds
her in her native northern Sweden; she finds inspiration from her mother's garden and childhood memories, playing in the forest or in fields of flowers. Her dreamlike elements of
a Swedish summer will lull anyone into a coloring daydream. "Winter Dreams 20 Postcards" also available. Complete your collection of Hanna Karlzon coloring books with
"Daydreams," the hardbound, 96-page edition, and Hanna Karlzon's newest 96-page hardbound coloring book, "Summer Nights Coloring Book." Also available is the
"Daydreams Artist's Edition" containing 20 illustrations oversized art card paper, perfect for expert and budding artists alike. Hanna Karlzon is an Umea, Sweden-based illustrator
and creator of the best-selling coloring books, "Dagdrommar" and "Sommarnatt, " previously published in Sweden. She creates elaborately detailed images using India ink to
detail pictures from her own imagination and loves to draw flowers, forests, houses, and animals. She draws her inspiration from the natural world that surrounds her studio in
northern Sweden and adds in some art nouveau, punk rock, and often a hint of '70s design to the mix.
A beautiful new colouring book that takes you on a magical journey beneath the waves, from the creator of the worldwide bestsellers, Secret Garden and Enchanted Forest. Also
features a large double-sided pull-out poster to colour and keep. With Lost Ocean, Johanna Basford invites colour-inners of all ages to discover an enchanting underwater world
hidden within the depths of the sea. With intricate pen and ink illustrations to complete, colour and embellish, readers will meet shoals of exotic fish, curious octopuses and
delicately penned seahorses, visit coral reefs and barnacle-studded shipwrecks, and discover intricate shells and pirate treasure. Secret Garden and Enchanted Forest fans and
newcomers alike will delight in this creative journey into an inky new world. For Lost Ocean Johanna picked a crisp ivory paper that accentuates and complements your chosen
colour palette. The smooth, untextured pages allows for beautiful blending or gradient techniques with coloured pencils, or are perfect for pens, allowing the nib to glide evenly
over the surface without feathering.
A collection of artfully decorated postcards with secrets anonymously written on them by people from all over the world and sent to the founder of PostSecret, a community art
project that evolved into a website.
The compiler of postsecret.com presents a collection of creatively decorated postcards revealing the sender's provocative secrets.
The fourth coloring book collection from Sweden's coloring book sensation. Introducing the newest addition to Hanna Karlzon's beloved coloring book collection: Seasons. This
hardbound volume boasts 96 pages of Karlzon's intricate designs, season by season. Hanna Karlzon has an art teaching degree from Umea University, and has run her own
business as a freelance designer since 2013. Seasons is her fourth coloring book series. She lives in Umea, Sweden
One hundred beautiful postcards in a collectible box representing seventy years of outstanding Puffin design! For over seventy years, Puffin UK has been designing memorable covers for children's books.
Now available in the US for the first time, Postcards from Puffin is a collection of one hundred postcards of the best covers in Puffin's history. Each card is printed on thick, high-quality cardstock and features
a different and iconic Puffin book cover. Packaged in a lovely box designed to look like a book, with a ribbon, this is a deluxe gift for any book lover or design enthusiast. From picture books to paperbacks,
and teen fiction to Puffin Classics, this is a selection sure to appeal to children and adults alike. No matter what your age or what you're into, there's a Puffin for everyone!
These beautiful postcards are perfect for coloring in before you send them off to your friends and family This lovely, small-format book contains 25 beautifully intricate illustrated postcards to color in. Each
postcard is easily detached and has space on the back for a message and address, so they can be easily removed, colored, and sent as a stunning and sophisticated gift. With an eye-catching foil cover and
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detailed black-and-white designs to color in, The Pretty Pattern Postcards Coloring Book would make a gorgeous gift for the artistically inclined.
From Johanna Basford, 36 postcards for coloring and sending to friends (or keeping for yourself!) These clever postcards feature beautiful drawings from Lost Ocean, illustrator and ink evangelist Johanna
Basford's magical journey beneath the waves. Color in the cards to bring to life shoals of exotic fish, curious octopi, and delicately penned seahorses, and then share the magic with your friends - that is, if you
can bear to part with them! Each postcard is an invitation to an inky new world hidden in the depths of the sea. For pirates, mermaids, and undersea explorers of all ages.
"Color your way to peace and worship. We live in such a hectic world -- but what waits for you inside this cover is a way to quiet the noise, express creativity, and spend some sweet time with God. Each page
features an original design from one of a dozen different artists, beautifully illustrating a contemplative quote from an inspirational writer, beloved hymn, or Scripture."--Back cover.
Colour it in psychedelic colours, in tasteful tones, in all shades of orange! But just colour it! Recapture the purest sense of creativity by colouring in the most beautiful figurative designs – flowers, birds,
butterflies – provided by a leading textile designer. By adding the key ingredient of colour you add your own spark of creativity to great designs. The design team, who work closely with Tate Modern in
London, provide 24 postcards with six different designs to choose from. You can experiment with the colour combinations, using crayons, pencils, felt/fibre tip pens, and even paint on these uncoated
postcards. A brief introduction gives some tips on using colours and suggests colour combinations to use on the specific designs, but you are encouraged to let your own creativity get to work! Great fun for all
those looking for a burst of creative expression and useful for designers of all types who want to experiment with colour. The cards can be kept together in the book or detached, framed or posted to a friend.
This new volume of the bestselling Hanna Karlzon's artwork has 85 illustrations of starry nights, fanciful gardens, underwater creatures, fantastic portraits, and more. Linger over long Scandinavian evenings,
and watch the stars appear in the latest whimsical world of Hanna Karlzon's creating, "Summer Nights." New and old adherents to the coloring phenomenon will fall in love "Summer Nights Coloring Book."
This 96-page hardbound edition lends a luxurious feel, encouraging artists to display on the coffee table or bookshelf. Complete your Hanna Karlzon collection with the hardbound "Daydreams Coloring Book,
" the "Daydreams Artist's Edition" with 20 oversized art card illustrations, and "Daydreams" and "Winter Dreams" postcards to color and share with friends. Hanna Karlzon is an Umea, Sweden-based
illustrator and creator of the best-selling coloring books, "Dagdrommar" and "Sommarnatt, " previously published in Sweden. She creates elaborately detailed images using India ink to detail pictures from her
own imagination and loves to draw flowers, forests, houses, and animals. She draws her inspiration from the natural world that surrounds her studio in northern Sweden and adds in some art nouveau, punk
rock, and often a hint of '70s design to the mix.
Postcard Colouring BookDesigns from NatureBatsford
A compelling collection of anonymous postcards sent during lockdown, revealing hilarious, salacious, relatable and sometimes heartbreaking secret confessions. In the thick of the 2021 coronavirus lockdown,
designer and shopowner Eleanor Tattersfield put out a call on Instagram: 'I'll send you a postcard, you send me a secret'. Lockdown Secrets is an astonishing record of what happened next. Postcards poured
in, some beautifully decorated, some simply handwritten, but each one anonymously sharing a very personal confession. They came from people of all ages and all walks of life, including some celebrities.
Prominent themes began to emerge: relationships, sex, masturbation, food, rebellion, loneliness and, surprisingly, a lot of love for lockdown itself. This beautiful book brings together the best of the postcards
Eleanor received, and all human life is here: furtive infidelities, bad behaviour in the local bakery, sneaking off for baths during a busy homeschooling schedule, rediscovered marital bliss, and, occasionally,
poignant moments of sadness and despair. We've all been through the lockdown experience, and every reader will find something to relate to in this fascinating collection, a perfect snapshot of an
extraordinary time.
Enjoy the art of coloring with this intricate coloring book featuring imaginative designs by Samarra Khaja. These illustrations, printed on high-quality, heavyweight paper, are ideal for framing and perfectly
suited to coloring with colored pencils, fine tip markers, and even watercolors. Made for imaginations that never grew up, her designs create a wacky world of stories, where outdated technology manuals and
robot romance novels sit side by side on the bookshelf with gardening books and science lab manuals. Coloring even a few minutes a day can help you relieve stress and infuse much-need creativity into your
busy life!
RELAX AND DE-STRESS FROM YOUR BUSY LIFE BY COLORING THIS COLLECTION OF WHIMSICAL MANDALAS THAT INCORPORATE MYSTICAL IMAGERY INTO THE PATTERNS Relax, focus,
reach a higher state of mindfulness and simply enjoy yourself as you artfully turn the intricate shapes in this book into stunning works of art. Coloring Dream Mandalas offers you an imaginative array of
inspiring quotes and beautiful images, including: •Dragons •Dream catchers •Fairies •Stars and Moons •Angels •Birds •Sacred Symbols •Castles
From the creator of the worldwide bestsellers World of Flowers and Lost Ocean, a beautiful new coloring book that takes you on a captivating journey through imagined and fantastical realms. This isn't just a
book; rather, it is a magical portal to many wondrous worlds. Within these pages you'll find tree-top castles, floating islands, and fairytale villages, all waiting to be brought to life in your colors. Go on an
adventure and let your imagination roam from world to world, discovering enchanted sea turtles, curious cats, and lost song birds along the way. In this new coloring book, Johanna Basford lends her
signature style of inky illustration to a series of brand new inkscapes and themes, all with a sprinkling of her much-loved botanicals. Get ready to discover whole new worlds of colors!
What's hidden in the jungle? Fantastic animals (like monkeys and giraffe) and lush flora--and they're captured on these 20 postcards. Just color them in and send them to a friend or loved one!
Spread joy and inspiration with twenty-four colorable postcards to send to friends and family (or enjoy yourself!), from the creators of the Whatever Is Lovely coloring book. Featuring inspirational quotes and
beautiful artwork from the award-winning Whatever Is Lovely coloring book, this set of twenty-four detachable, colorable postcards offers a peaceful escape from the stress and busyness of everyday life.
Quotes from contemporary voices, familiar hymns, and Scripture are included on the back of the cards. Each card has a splash of metallic ink, so they are pretty enough to send before being colored. That
way, you can color them yourself or let the recipient have all the fun! You might even decide to keep them yourself to display in your home! Artists of all ages will enjoy coloring and displaying these beautiful
cards!
Colorists drawn to the alluring magic of fairies will adore this book's images of beautiful garden sprites. More than two dozen original full-page illustrations, rendered in a sinuous style reminiscent of Art
Nouveau, depict graceful winged creatures surrounded by borders of roses, bleeding hearts, dogwood blossoms, and other flowers.
Welcome to Birdtopia – a curious black-and-white paradise where birds can be as small as insects and flowers as tall as trees. From tropical blooms to wild woodlands, Birdtopia contains a stunning selection
of inquisitive birds from across the world including gentle blue tits and violet-tailed sylphs; majestic peacocks and Oriental darters; and striking birds of prey, such as the golden eagle and great gray owl. This
beautiful coloring book for all ages contains over 70 pages of wondrous birds living in a world brimming with fantastical flora and fauna. Birdtopia also includes a key of birds and eight pages of lavishly colored
illustrations to inspire the reader. The book contains a stunning selection of birds, from gentle hummingbirds and blue tits, to the majestic peacock and Oriental darter, to striking birds of prey, such as the
spotted eagle-owl and goshawk.
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Our lives become busier with each passing day, and as technology escalates, so does our access to work, obligations, and stress. Constant stimulation and expectation have left us burnt out and distanced
from the present moment. "Now" has become something that happens online, not in the space and time that we physically occupy. Color Me Calm is a guided coloring book designed for harried adults. Art
therapist Lacy Mucklow and artist Angela Porter offer up 100 coloring templates all designed to help you get coloring and get relaxed. Organized into seven therapeutically-themed chapters including
Mandalas, Water Scenes, Wooded Scenes, Geometric Patterns, Flora & Fauna, Natural Patterns, and Spirituality - the book examines the benefits of putting pencil to paper and offers adults an opportunity to
channel their anxiety into satisfying, creative accomplishment. Part of the international bestselling Color Me series, Color Me Calm is the perfect way step back from the stress of everyday life, color, and relax!
Don't forget to try Color Me Happy and Color Me Stress-Free!
From the author of the global bestseller Secret Garden (over 12 million copies sold!) Discover a whole new way to color with this small-scale, pocket-sized edition of Johanna Basford's bestseller Enchanted
Forest. Sharpen your pencils for this mini inky adventure created in beautifully detailed, intricate pen-and-ink illustration, all ready for you to bring to life with color. Printed on ivory paper with lay-flat binding
allowing for a smooth and seamless colouring experience. It also features two brand-new illustrations.
When Lily climbs out of her flower for the very first time, she is keen to explore and make friends, but where to start? As she glances around she spies a special poem, written on a leafy scroll, offering clues to
help her explore Flower Fairyland and reach the Secret Garden. Flutter with her as she finds new friends to help her solve the riddles and travel with her through the enchanted door to the most beautiful
place in all Flower Fairyland. This beautiful gift book contains different pop-ups on each spread.
Erte's unique gift for theatrical and graphic illustration has profoundly influenced twentieth-century fashion, helping to elevate costume design to a fine art. Twenty-four exquisite masterpieces by this legendary
designer are reproduced here in their original, strikingly vibrant colors. All the reproductions are in card form, perforated and detachable. Enjoy picture cards of exceptional quality, including such exotic
tableaux as "Her Secret Admirers," "Oriental Tale, "Adam and Eve, " "Nature's Vanity," "Harlequin," and "Stolen Kisses," as well as famous designs for theatrical productions--"Legendary Kings, Paradise,
Manon, Rigoletto, "and more. Seductive female figures--sensual and provocative--arrayed in Erte's inimitable fashions evoke a sense of fantasy and romance. And dramatic, fiery colors lend excitement to
every creation. Each card id identified by a caption on the reverse side. Devotees of art, fashion, and theater will find these Erte cards to be superb examples of witty, inventive graphic design. Original Dover
(1984) publication.
ATTAIN FOCUS, CLARITY AND PEACE WHILE CREATING COLORFUL MAIL-READY POSTCARDS PERFECT FOR SHARING WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY Relax, focus, reach a higher state of
mindfulness and express your creativity coloring these intricate floral mandalas. When finished, tear out your new works of art and share them with friends and family, or hang them as colorful wall art! These
postcards offer you a garden of inspiring blooms, including: • Orchids • Roses • Gardenias • Vines • Lilies • Sunflowers • Loutuses • Marigolds • Poppies • Tulips
An all-new iteration of the adult coloring book—a gorgeously hand-illustrated storybook for readers to color and cherish, both an enchanting tale and a one-of-a-kind keepsake From coloring book queen
Johanna Basford comes a new spin on the world of adult coloring: a lavishly illustrated fable about a little girl named Ivy who stumbles upon a secret door leading to the magical world of Enchantia. Ivy
embarks on a quest through its many realms in pursuit of her inky butterfly, meeting whimsical characters and discovering many wondrous things along the way. A charming story that interacts playfully with
beautiful, colorable artwork in Johanna's signature style, Ivy and the Inky Butterfly is a one-of-a-kind adventure for readers of all ages to customize, color, and cherish. Printed on specially selected ivory
paper. This paper has been specifically created for Johanna Basford’s coloring books. It has a medium tooth which is perfect for creating beautiful colored pencil effects or chalk pastel backgrounds but also
wonderful for pens, which will glide effortlessly over its surface.
We hope you'll enjoy our Mandala Coloring Book of Colouring Books for Adults with Tear Out Sheets (Adult Coloring Book) in the letter size 6 x 9 inch; 15.24 x 22.86 cm as much as we did create it for you.
Here is a beautiful portable journal suitable. Journal features include: Goreous designed cover. Large letter size 6 x 9 inch; 15.24 x 22.86 cm dimensions; The ideal large size for all purposes, fitting perfectly
into your back pack or satchel. The bold white paper is sturdy enough to be used with fountain pens. White pages of Journal Paper. Reliable standards Book industry perfect binding (the same standard
binding as the books in your local library). Crisp white paper, with quality that minimizes ink bleed-through. The book is great for either pen or pencil users. Journals are the perfect gift for any occasion. Click
The Buy Button At The Top Of The Page To Begin.
A special artist's edition of the international bestseller Enchanted Forest with 20 illustrations from the original book, ready to color and frame."The colorists have a queen, and her name is Johanna Basford." New York Magazine"Consider trading in your yoga mat for a set of markers and peruse the gorgeous gardens of Basford's imagination." - The Huffington Post"The best coloring book for anxiety." - Teen
Vogue"This book celebrates the glory of all things green and nature-y in the best way possible: coloring book form! Even if you don't want to add color, the illustrations themselves are frame-worthy
loveliness." - Brit+ CoFrom the publisher that brought you the hugely successful #1 New York Times bestsellers Secret garden and Enchanted Forest, this special artist's edition features 20 beautiful,
removable art prints for coloring in. Coloring fans of all ages will enjoy immersing themselves in a selection of the most popular artworks from the original book featuring owls, unicorns, hot air balloons,
birdhouses, floral skulls, a magic castle, and more. The stunning illustrations make for beautiful and affordable wall décor whether they are customized in color or left as simple, black and white line
drawings.Special features of the artist's edition include: - Presented in a new, large-scale format for maximum coloring enjoyment- Printed on thicker, high-quality card stock- Can be used with a variety of
mediums including both colored pencils and markers- Poster book-style prints can be removed easily for framing, display, or craft projects- Only one image is printed on each pull-out poster so coloring artists
don't have to make an impossible choice between favoritesFans of Leila Duly, Millie Marotta, and Daisy Fletcher will devour Johanna Basford's intricate scenes of flora and fauna.Search #JohannaBasford on
social media for hundreds of thousands of examples of shading and coloring techniques. Get inspired and get started.
From the same ink artist and original publisher who brought you SECRET GARDEN and ENCHANTED FOREST (both international bestsellers), comes an exciting new coloring format: the poster book. Oversized, printed on a single side on extremely thick card stock of 400 gsm, and easy to pull out for framing, SECRET GARDEN: THE ARTIST'S EDITION provides larger spaces for an easier coloring
experience. This poster book features 20 enlarged designs from Johanna Basford's first book, SECRET GARDEN, currently a #1 New York Times Bestseller.

Experience your favorite characters and enchanted scenes from one of the most famous fantasy worlds every created—Middle-earth—in a brilliant new way with this first authorized coloring
book based on the Academy Award-winning epic motion picture trilogy The Lord of the Rings directed by Peter Jackson. The groundbreaking, award-winning The Lord of the Rings film trilogy
directed by Peter Jackson brought J.R.R. Tolkien's magical world of Middle-earth radiantly to life for millions worldwide. Now, fans can explore this enchanted universe as never before with the
official The Lord of the Rings Movie Trilogy Coloring Book. Embark on your own coloring adventure through the lands of Middle-earth, from the grim landscape of Mordor to the majestic realms
of Minas Tirith and Rivendell, from the Fellowship's frightening journey through the mines of Moria to the Battle of Pelennor Fields. The Lord of the Rings Movie Trilogy Coloring Book is
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packed with black-and-white line illustrations-all breathtaking in detail-that showcase favorite characters, including Gandalf, Aragorn, Legolas, Frodo, Sam, and Gollum, as well as iconic
creatures such as the tree-like Ents, the fearsome Balrog and the hideous Shelob. This companion book also features some of the unforgettable props used in the films, such as the One Ring,
Frodo's sword Sting, and Arwen's beautiful Evenstar. The line drawings in The Lord of the Rings Movie Trilogy Coloring Book are printed on heavy stock paper that absorb colors and prevents
them from bleeding through no matter which medium-paint, marker, pen, pencil, or crayon-you choose. Whether you want to color each image true to life or prefer to add your own imaginative
flourish, the choice is up to you! An exciting, artistic journey through Middle-earth, The Lord of the Rings Movie Trilogy Coloring Book is ideal for dedicated Rings fans, coloring enthusiasts,
and anyone looking for a few hours of creative fun.
Withdrawing from a family party to the solitude of her tree house, 16-year-old Laurel Nicolson witnesses a shocking murder that throughout a subsequent half century shapes her beliefs, her
acting career and the lives of three strangers from vastly different cultures. By the best-selling author of The Distant Hours. Reprint. 200,000 first printing.
New and old adherents to the coloring phenomenon will fall in love with Daydreams Coloring Bookwith 85 intricate illustrations: delicate flowers, buzzing bees, storybook homes, regal portraits,
and more. Stirred by the nature that surrounds her in her native northern Sweden, Hanna Karlzon finds inspiration from her mother’s garden and childhood memories, playing in the forest or
in fields of flowers. Her dreamlike elements of a Swedish summer will lull anyone into a coloring daydream.
From Johanna Basford, 36 postcards for coloring in and sending to friends (or keeping for yourself!) These clever postcards feature beautiful drawings from Magical Jungle, illustrator and ink
evangelist Johanna Basford's wondrous expedition through the jungle. Color in the cards to bring to life speckled tree frogs and dainty hummingbirds, prowling tigers and playful monkeys, and
then share the magic with your friends—that is, if you can bear to part with them! Each postcard is an invitation to an exotic rainforest teeming with creatures large and small. For explorers of all
ages.
An intrepid Victorian traveler and prolific painter, Marianne North produced more than eight-hundred paintings over her lifetime. She eschewed the soft pastels of typical botanical artists and
instead painted entire landscapes using bold, hearty oil paints. Her collection is housed at Kew, where you can still see 848 of her paintings on display in an eponymous gallery. Marianne
North 100 Postcards is a box overflowing with 100 of North's beautiful paintings. Each full-color postcard features a unique illustration from the collection and it includes plants from all over the
world. What more fitting tribute to a globetrotter than to send one of her postcards from your own international (or even local) adventures?
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